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Gender equality in the media – is there a Nordic way?

Who decides what you see on television? Which issues are important, and who gets to speak their mind in the news? How are women and men featured in texts, photos, computer games, advertising and movies? The media can both hinder and accelerate the development towards gender equality. They can communicate results of gender equality efforts but can also contribute to the production of gender stereotypes. There is an increasing pressure on media to step up and take measures to ensure women’s access to the media industry and to combat gender stereotypes. The UN member states committed to this already in 1995 in the Beijing Platform for Action, but how gender equal is the Nordic media?

Gender equality has been a hallmark for the Nordic countries for decades and they are used to being among the top five in the Gender Gap Index conducted by the World Economic Forum. There is a political consensus that society should ensure that both men and women have the same rights, obligations and possibilities. In the media sector, however, the male dominance persists in many areas, both in the industry itself and in the output. However, in the Nordic region there are examples of steps towards gender equality in the media. This book can be seen as a meeting point where people from different areas of the media discuss strategies for change. They speak up as individuals or as representatives with different perspectives on how to tackle the issues of gender equality and misrepresentation in the media.

Making Change. Nordic Examples of Working Towards Gender Equality in the Media presents both a collection of media practices in the Nordic region and a compilation of comparative data on gender equality in the Nordic media sector (film, journalism,
computer games and advertising). Contributing authors are representatives from academia, civil society, activism and the media industry. As many of the contributors to this book point out, gender as a structuring force in society cannot be isolated from other structuring processes and norms.

The structure of the book
The book is divided into two parts. The first part provides both overviews and hands-on descriptions of good practices from different areas, on the theme "This is how we do it". The articles are divided into sections of film, journalism, computer games and advertising. The first part also contains a section called 'Initiatives', which crosses over all media sectors.

The second part is a collection of statistics, resources and a summary of the activities within the Nordic Gender and Media Forum project, www.nordicgenderandmediaforum.se. The project gathered people for four seminars and a conference. Several hundred people joined the conversation and shared good practices and ideas on how to move forward. Some of them also wrote material for this book. There is also a list of Nordic doctoral dissertations in the field of gender and media. The list is probably not complete as it is becoming increasingly difficult to define what 'media' is and therefore also what 'media research' is. Media research can be found in many areas. In the early years it could be found mostly in the humanities and social sciences, but today you are just as likely to find media research in schools of technology and life sciences. The list of doctoral dissertations gives an indication of how different Nordic academic fields problematise the role media plays within the field of gender. Just the number of dissertations gives you an idea: Denmark (16), Finland (15), Norway (27) and Sweden (61).

Nordic media statistics – creating a baseline
Gender equality has many qualitative definitions. One is that women and men have equal opportunities to shape society and their own lives. But without statistics how do you know what the problem is and where we are going? We measure what we treasure. This is true for both agencies/authorities and industry. In quantitative terms, gender equality implies an equal distribution of women and men. If a group consists of more than 60 per cent of one sex, the group is dominated by that sex (Statistics Sweden, Women and Men in Sweden 2014). While compiling data in this project, Nordicom came across a number of difficulties. For example, the Nordic countries have quite different views on whether it is important to collect sex-disaggregated data at all.

Some of the lessons learned about gender-based statistics in the media are:

- There is a lack of consistent, reliable and comparative data on the gender equality situation in Nordic media.
- Counting board members and CEOs might be a good way to make some structures visible, but it is not enough. More data about the whole organisation of the media is needed, from management to junior positions.
- The film industry can be seen as a front-runner. One reason for this is that it has support systems that demand monitoring and feedback on gender equality. Support systems like these can be used in others areas of the media industry for the same purpose.
- In order to compare the situations and progress made in the different countries, a limited number of data/indicators need to be collected, in the same way, in all countries. Otherwise it is not possible to compare the situation or progress.

Media freedom (including editorial freedom) and gender equality are intrinsically interrelated.

Gender equality is an integral part of human rights. Freedom of expression, as a fundamental right, goes hand-in-hand with gender equality.

Council of Europe, Recommendation CM/Rec(2013)1 of the Committee of Ministers to member States on gender equality and media

Facts
Nordicom has a long tradition of disseminating knowledge about gender equality in the media. In 1993, an anthology on Nordic research on women and media brought together research on the representation of women and the power structures in journalism: Nordisk forskning om kvinnor och medier [Nordic research on women and media] (Ulla Carlsson (ed), Nordicom 1993.)
Every country should be responsible for collecting their own data, since each country has its own special media market. However, there needs to be a dialogue between data collectors in order to create overviews (Since 2013 the EU calls on the members states to report gender equality indicators for the media).

Share knowledge and good practices – let’s make change

Is there a Nordic way to deal with gender equality in the media? As the contributors to this book will show you, there is not just one way or one solution. Every step forward must be locally and culturally situated. The lack of gender equality in the media is often an echo of lack of gender equality overall.

Making change and altering limiting norms in the media is not about one individual project, nor can one legislation or self-regulation change everything. But everyone can contribute from their position and share knowledge and good practices and make change. Maybe that is the Nordic way – a plurality of ways to make media gender equal.